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For the attention of: 

The Boards: 

Sport Australia 

Sport Integrity Australia 

The Australian Olympic committee 

Korda Mentha- Craig Shephard 

The Australian Newspaper- Olivia Caisley 

 

Please bear with me regarding the length of this document. Rest assured it has taken me far 

longer to write than it will take you to read it. 

RE: Equestrian Australia specifically - multiple issues 

The Corporations Act is unfit for Sporting Organisations 

Note : this complaint has been sent to the other relevant bodies listed above. 

I ask ASIC to please consider this complaint despite it being lengthy and not in ASIC’s 

required format.  

My complaint evidences numerous issues where  a National Sporting Organisation, 

Equestrian Australia, a recipient of significant government funding,  has failed its members 

and the general public. Despite reform being attempted via recent voluntary administration, 

the Corporations Act has failed this National Sporting Organisation on several fronts 

regarding good governance and the effects of a previous member disenfranchising 

constitution that blocked the members efforts for reform. 

 

This example and the on-going issues with many other National Sporting Organisations  

raises the larger question : is the Corporations Act the best fit for Sporting Organisations? 

Should ASIC devise a more functional and protective model for these organisations. 

 

The ASIC requirements for reporting corporate misbehaviour are rigid. They have little 

relationship to issues arising in sporting organisations that were forced into a corporate 

structure not designed for them (by the ASC) and fail to protect the members of these 

Sue Inness 

P.O. Box 559 

Kyneton  

Victoria 3444 

sue_inness@bigpond.com 

Mobile 0414184033 
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organisations. The nature and culture of sporting organisations is manifestly different to the 

bodies, investors and creditors that the Corporations Act was devised to protect. 

 

Consequently, this complaint is not submitted in the required ASIC pro-forma. Amongst 

other issues it fits the ASIC category : 

“COMPANY MISCONDUCT 

However, we apply a public interest test (see Information Sheet 151 ASIC's approach 

to enforcement (INFO 151)) in deciding any regulatory action. Matters of this type 

occurring in small proprietary companies are unlikely to satisfy this test, whereas 

matters that involve public companies where many shareholders are affected, or 

other activities affecting a wider range of people, are more likely to raise issues in 

the public interest. 

ASIC Act (unconscionable conduct and consumer protection provisions) “ 

I recognise that this complaint has some relevance to 2 of the categories on your site: 

Link to my relevant complaint 

Link to my relevant complaint 

Link to my relevant complaint 

 

Link to my relevant complaint 

Link to my relevant complaint 

 

In my opinion ASIC  has a responsibility to  formulate an alternative act that has relevance 

and is applicable to sporting organisations, protecting the members as well as the traditional 

creditors. 
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ASIC and Sport Australia are negligent in their oversight of Sporting Organisations. There 

isn't even a category for complaints against Sporting Organisations , I refer to the ASIC 

webpage: 

https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/contact-us/how-to-

complain/?fbclid=IwAR0TrFgEBmf5fPy229VKNrogK97SI-

d8etxWtU4qPMOQGJqp6l1jYBeNnLU 

National Sporting Organisations receive significant public funding and are important 

contributors to health, well-being and national identity, recent issues have demonstrated a 

lack of appropriate government administrative oversight. 

Having referred to the ASIC website for the format for reporting issues and how ASIC 

decides to pursue issues it is very apparent that the corporate model governed by the 

Corporations Act  under ASIC’s administration, when applied to not for profit Sporting 

organisations, especially those who receive government funding, is manifestly unsuitable 

and unworkable. The ASIC website makes reporting of issues related to these organisations 

virtually impossible and yet, in the case of Equestrian Australia (and other National Sporting 

Organisations) , they are governed by the Act and the requirements regarding Voluntary 

Administration. ASIC could not make the process of reporting issues with Sporting 

Organisations more difficult! 

 

RE: Equestrian Australia – Voluntary Administration , Deed of Company Arrangement-

enacted, return of Government Funding through Sport Australia- petition and signatures , 

various issues, corporate model does not work for sporting organisations, waste of tax-

payers funds 

 The fact that Equestrian Australia has been featured many, many times in National and 

International Newspapers in very unflattering reports will be of sufficient public interest for 

ASIC to read this letter and take some action. 

 

 

 

https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/contact-us/how-to-complain/?fbclid=IwAR0TrFgEBmf5fPy229VKNrogK97SI-d8etxWtU4qPMOQGJqp6l1jYBeNnLU
https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/contact-us/how-to-complain/?fbclid=IwAR0TrFgEBmf5fPy229VKNrogK97SI-d8etxWtU4qPMOQGJqp6l1jYBeNnLU
https://asic.gov.au/about-asic/contact-us/how-to-complain/?fbclid=IwAR0TrFgEBmf5fPy229VKNrogK97SI-d8etxWtU4qPMOQGJqp6l1jYBeNnLU
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NAVIGATE MY LETTER  

1. Background 

2. ASC  withdraws Equestrian Australia’s Government funding, EA directors place EA 

into Voluntary Administration 

3. Reform is Hamstrung The old constitution  blocks a ‘new structure’ 

4. The State Branches- where the ‘roots’ are rotten the head won’t be better 

5. An  organisation that ignores the majority of its’ members 

6. Voluntary administration produces a circular result  

7. The Korda Mentha DOCA, endorsed at the second creditors meeting  

8. Spin Doctors :Round and Round we go 

9. DOCA legal wording – deceptive and confusing to the non ‘legally educated’ 

10. 7 .Terms of Deed of Company Arrangement 

11. Manipulation facilitation 

12. Regarding the attached Petition and clause 7  in the DOCA 

13. Clause 40 of the Revised EA Constitution – does not deliver  1 vote , 1 member 

14. Clause 40. Alteration of Constitution 

15. Unsupportable ‘logic ’ by the State Branches – Clause 40 of the altered constitution- 

demonstrate more of the same old governance 

16. An alternative clause was suggested and ignored 

17. The Minority rules – democratic- No! 

18. The Administrators  were asked to pursue 445G of the Corporations act to resolve 

this issue- they didn’t. 

19. ASC and Sport Australia requirement for funding to be returned - EA to demonstrate 

good governance 
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20. AOC, SA, ASC - Demonstrate good governance is a verb, it implies on-going, 

consistent positive performance and an absence of conflict 

21. The State Branches remain in control and un-changed 

22. The State Branches continue to abuse their positions 

23. EA still constitutionally denies their members the right to utilise the National Sport 

Tribunal 

24. Sporting organisations are not protected by the Corporations Act 

25. Sport Australia and ASC  - Government Bodies have failed Equestrians and taxpayers 

on many levels, fiscal responsibility for government funds 

26. Sporting whistle-blowers are mute 

27. ‘Equinect’– Board Conduct 

28.  A New Act is required for Sporting Organisations 

ATTACHMENTS 

I enclose - the petition regarding this matter, the signatories. 

 I also include the ‘ Riders for Reform’ signatories  504 , from their  Facebook page , these EA 

members were in support of the 1 vote per member constitutional change (not carried by 

the State Branches).  

EA Voluntary Administration Discussion Page – link and Excerpt 

Background – Equestrian Australia  

By way of an explanation for the accompanying petition and signatories I will explain the 

causative events and current outcomes regarding Equestrian Australia.  These matters 

should be of concern to ASIC, Sport Australia, the AOC and the Australian taxpayers, and 

surely at the very least warrants close monitoring and probably more investigation by these 
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government bodies. A National Newspaper reported that EA has received around 13 million 

dollars in government funding over the past 4 years. This sum does not include state 

government funding. 

ASC  withdraws Equestrian Australia’s Government funding, EA directors place EA into 

Voluntary Administration 

Early in 2020 ASC withdrew Equestrian Australia’s (E.A.) Core Participation Funding and 

transferred oversight of EA’s High-Performance Program to the Australian Institute of Sport 

also requiring EA to repay unspent ASC investment. 

 

Amongst the causes of the ASC’s action were recent instability on EA’s Board as evidenced 

through the resignation of eight Directors, including three Chairs in the last 16 months. ASC 

monitored EA’s performance throughout this period and concluded that this instability 

impacted EA’s efficient administration and its ability to acquit the Commonwealth’s 

investment in the sport. This broad description in no way addresses all the issues; the many 

and varied causes of this instability which had at their base a complete lack of the ‘Peak 

Body’ for Equestrian Sports in Australia in collusion with the State Branches, representing 

the wishes of the majority of their participating members (grass roots members). 

 

Allegedly, the loss of government funding  and the possibility of trading while insolvent in 

the near future saw the EA Board decide to place the organisation into voluntary 

administration, with Korda Mentha’s Craig Shepard and Kate Conneely being appointed as 

the Administrators. Subsequently. Required legal processes were carried out with the result 

being that the creditors voted to accept a Deed of Corporate Arrangement as devised and 
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put forward by Korda Mentha, more on this following. The problem with renewing 

insurance for the members and protection  for EA’s individual board members along with 

pending court legal actions taken by members against EA bears closer investigation 

regarding the board’s decision regarding voluntary administration. 

 

REFORM IS HAMSTRUNG - THE OLD CONSTITUTION  BLOCKS A ‘NEW STRUCTURE’ 

The (old) EA Constitution was allegedly forced on EA by Sport Australia as a condition for 

EA’s eligibility for government funding back around 2010; this completely disenfranchised 

the grass roots members of the organisation by making the State Branches the only 

members of EA entitled to vote on constitutional changes or EA issues, leading to a 

completely un-democratic governance where ordinary members had no voice, other than 

via their Branches.  

 

Grass roots members were ‘sold a pup’ by the ASC regarding the (old) constitution where  a 

skill-based board was allegedly the way to ensure good governance and incorporation 

would protect the grass roots members and the EA directors. It didn’t and still hasn’t. 

 

The State Branches - Where the ‘roots’ are rotten, the head won’t be any better 

It is pointless to address the governance issues regarding Equestrian Australia without 

addressing the endemic issues with the State Branches, who by default also receive 

government funding. 

Even though the State Branches don’t directly receive funding from Sport Australia they do 

receive State Government funding via Equestrian Australia administration of funding to the 

state branches as well as providing other ‘services’. The 6 State Branches are each 
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individually incorporated and are the only members of Equestrian Australia. Each State 

Branch pays a proportional membership fee to Equestrian Australia based on their State 

Membership numbers.  The same issues as identified herein regarding the Corporations Act, 

ASIC and ‘old’ constitutions apply to all the State Branches as well as Equestrian Australia. 

More on the current Branches’ unconscionable behaviour  

National Body : Equestrian Australia Inc 

State Branches: Individually incorporated 

 

 

 

E.A. AND ITS’ BRANCHES- AN ORGANISATION THAT IGNORES THE MAJORITY OF ITS’ 

MEMBERS  

Prior to Sport Australia’s  insistence on this fragmented structure and style of governance 

Equestrian Australia was a Federation of State Branches. All the members of all the state 

branches were each considered a member of the ‘Equestrian Federation’, as such each 

member had a vote and a ‘voice’ directly to their peak sporting body.  The current structure 

relies on the State Branches to enact their members wishes and convey them to the peak 

body, Equestrian Australia. This process does not guarantee members wishes being 

conveyed; furthermore, with skill-based board appointees and no direct electoral input from 

members for board member, plus a nominations committee ‘vetting’ nominations the 

opportunities for cronyism, manipulation and maintaining the status quo are limitless. 

Constitutionally the Equestrian Australia Board has no obligation to act on the State 

Equestrian Victoria  

Equestrian Tasmania  

Equestrian New South Wales  

Equestrian South Australia  

Equestrian Queensland  

Equestrian Western 

Australia 

Equestrian Northern 

Territory 
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Branches’ input, and the number of retiring board members yearly ensures that the status 

quo’ can be maintained on the E.A. Board vote-wise. 

 

At the State Branch level where State Board Members are nominated by grass roots 

members, theoretically, this should ensure democracy, but has failed the branch members. 

The State Branches should act on the wishes of their members and feed members input 

through to the ‘Peak Body’ - EA, but due to the structure of the Branches ,EA and the culture 

of the  individuals involved at the ‘top’; this does not happen. There is no power to ‘force’ 

this to happen. Constitutionally there is no consequences for Equestrian Australia or any of 

the State Boards not enacting the wishes of the majority of their members.  

 

Voluntary Administration actually saw the State Branches ‘lawyered -up’ to fight against 

their own members wishes. As I understand from Craig Shepard, the Branches wanted to 

stop their Branch Members from having any involvement or vote regarding the voluntary 

administration process.  Thankfully, Korda Mentha found a way to grant members minimal 

voting rights. 

   

Unfortunately, he final outcome of this process has  seen the State Branches able to legally 

deny their members the power of an unencumbered 1 vote per member on constitutional 

changes regarding Equestrian Australia. This evidences this on-going unconscionable 

behaviour by the State Branches despite hundreds of their members signatures (see 

following and the attached) supporting the un-encumbered 1 vote 1 member on all matters, 

especially constitutional changes.  
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E.A. Voluntary administration produces a circular result that was a ‘fait accompli’ 

Unfortunately, the process of Voluntary administration for EA has produced a circular result 

that has seen the State Branches still being in control of the EA constitution and the grass 

roots members still having minimal input.   

EA is currently working its’ way out of  Administration under the terms of the accepted 

DOCA and will be seeking the return of government funding whilst still operating under a 

very similar constitution encompassing the same lack of democratic process that produced 

the same disastrous outcomes for the sport in the first place - instability, disenfranchised 

members, governance issues and a structure that is still not fit for purpose.  

This outcome was not un-expected because of the effect of the old constitution on voting 

rights – how likely was it that the State Branches would vote to dilute their own power? 

The Korda Mentha DOCA- endorsed at the second creditors meeting  

The Administrators, Korda Mentha,  via the first creditors meeting and extensive 

stakeholders engagement correctly targeted the most important issue that created 

instability and governance issues – the fact that the EA constitution did not permit 

participating members (grass roots members) a vote on any EA matters, including 

constitutional  changes; the State Branches were the only members entitled to a vote. The 

constitution, being the most important governing document needed to be changed in the 

most fundamental way, to give the grass roots members a vote on all EA matters; this would 

feed through to permitting these members to finally have a say in their ‘Peak Body’. This is 

not what has eventuated. 
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The Spin Doctors- Round and Round we go 

To enact the Deed of Company Arrangement the process involved complying with the old EA 

constitution where only the State Branches were entitled to vote, The Voluntary 

administrators DOCA focused primarily on the one major constitutional change that would 

have large ‘flow on effects’:  providing the grass roots members with the right to 1 voting 

entitlement per member on all EA matters including any future constitutional changes.  

 

This result would remove the State Branches previous majority control  of the constitution -

Changing the constitution to give the 5 Branches  5 votes, 1 vote each; with the 20,000+ 

grass roots members finally having one vote each. This change would come with with the 

possibility of the grass roots members voting for outcomes that the State Branches did not 

support.  

 

The grass roots members overwhelmingly supported this major change. Unsurprisingly, the 

State Branches ignored their members wishes and did not vote to reduce the Branches 

controlling power and essentially still retain major control over the EA constitution which in 

reality, controls everything. 

 

DOCA legal wording – deceptive and confusing to the non ‘legally educated’ 

 The causative factors for this ridiculous outcome is the ‘old constitution’, combined with  

the ‘flexible’  legal wording of the Korda Mentha DOCA that led grass roots members to 

mistakenly believe that the State Branches would either have to vote to give all grass roots 
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members democratic voting rights regarding EA matters including the constitution OR result 

in EA being placed into administration. 

At no stage was this perception clarified as erroneous. Furthermore, there was a large 

degree of ‘hysteria’ amongst members entitled to vote at the creditors meeting, the 

majority believed that they had to either vote for the Korda Mentha DOCA which would 

provide members with a vote on EA matters including the constitution  or face Equestrian 

Australia placed into insolvency, being disbanded – no Olympic participation, no FEI 

membership, no competitions, no insurance, etc. the end of their sporting world! 

 Essentially, the outcome was a ‘fait accompli’,  why would the State Branches relinquish 

their control? They didn’t, the ‘legal weasel words’ in the Korda Mentha DOCA permitted 

this outcome and the members were non the wiser until the ‘hammer fell’. 

The Administrators carried out the required basic legal processes with the result being that 

the creditors, including grass roots members, voted to accept a Deed of Corporate 

Arrangement devised and put forward by Korda Mentha. 

But! 

Unfortunately, grass roots members would have to be legally trained to understand the 

implications of the wording of this deed, the grass roots members certainly weren’t, and the 

Administrators did nothing to explain the ‘functional effect’ of the terminology used in their 

DOCA  prior to the vote that accepted their deed: 

“ 7 .TERMS OF DEED OF COMPANY ARRANGEMENT 

… to consider  a special resolution to amend the constitution of the Company 

to change the Governance structure (Special General Meeting.) 
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The proposed amendments to the constitution of the Company will be 

circulated with the agenda for the Special General Meeting, and will broadly 

include, without limitation, the following:  

i. recognising the Participating Members as a class of members of the 

Company with the same voting rights as currently held by the 

Members;” 

In practice this wording meant that the State Branches would talk about (i above) but had 

the right to not accept it, leaving the ‘grass roots members’  still disenfranchised, 

disillusioned and disappointed, which is exactly what happened.  

He who controls the constitution, controls governance, the State Branches still control the 

constitution. 

Manipulation facilitation 

The DOCA wording also permitted Korda Mentha to ‘slip in’ unexpected (to the grass roots 

members) changes to the constitution that the grass roots members will have no hope of 

changing (due to the function of the two State Branches veto ability in the new constitution) 

Specifically, I refer to this addition to the new EA constitution and ratified by the State 

Branches:  

“Relevant Skills” are skills held by a Director or potential Director which are 

likely to be of benefit to the Company and/or Equestrian sport and which 

otherwise complement the Board’s current composition. Such skills will 

include at least seven 
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(7) years experience working in any of the fields of sports management, 

sports promotion or sports administration, finance, accounting, law, 

veterinary science or business generally. 

21. ELECTED DIRECTORS 

21.1 Qualifications for Elected Directors 

(D) to be a suitable nominee by the Nominations Committee under Rule 

21.2; and 

 

15.1 THE BOARD NOMINATIONS COMMITTEE 

 

(a) A Board Nominations Committee will be formed by the Company.  

(b) The Nominations Committee will comprise: 

(i) a chair fully independent of Equestrian sport; 

(ii) one Director; 

(iii) one director of a Branch; and 

(iv) one member of a Discipline Committee, 

with each Nominations Committee member appointed by the Board. (b)(c) The 

Board Nominations Committee will must assess nominations and 

candidates for all Director vacancies (including Elected Directors made under Rule 

21.221.221.2, Appointed Directors, the Athlete Director and casual vacancies) and 

provide advice to the Board and, for Elected Directors, also the Branches Voting 

Members, with respect to: 

(i) the suitability of nominations or candidates for Elected Directors positions, 

having regard to the skills and attributes of the nominees; and 

(ii) the composition of the Board, having regard to diversity of skills, gender, 

and skills and backgrounds of Directors. 

(d) The Nominations Committee, by majority vote, has the power to determine 

that a nominee or candidate is unsuitable for further consideration by the Company, 

Board or Voting Members (as the case may be) and is therefore ineligible for 

election or appointment to a Director vacancy. 

(e) In the case of an equality of votes on a question under Rule 21.2(d), the 

chair of the Nominations Committee is entitled to a second, casting vote. 
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(c)(f) Subject to this Rule 21.2(a) and (d)Rule 21.2, the composition complete and 

specific duties, functions and operating procedures of the Board Nominations 

Committee shall be set out in a charter to be defined in the Nominations 

Committee terms of reference as determined by the Board and the Branches. 

(d)   The Board Nominations Committee will include at least one person who is not a 

director or employee of the Company or a Branch and has extensive board, 

governance and executive experience. 

 

Despite verbal assurances from Craig Shepard that a ‘Nominations Committee’ is corporate 

best practice and that Sport Australia is fully supportive of its inclusion, these clauses 

functionally allow the Board and State Branches to censor nominations and manipulate the 

EA  board so that only ‘cronies’ are put forward and they also control the constitution; 

nothing that the State Branches don’t condone will ever be permitted constitutionally. 

With view to the history of EA and the State Boards, these clauses cement the absolute 

power of the State Branches. Coupled with the veto power of 2 State Branches this clause is 

virtually impossible for the membership to change.   

It’s worth mentioning that having a ‘skill-based board’ is nothing new, it’s what EA had for 

the previous 10 years and look where that has landed them!  Furthermore, 7 years’ 

experience in a field is manifestly excessive and will rule-out many suitable candidates. It is 

not as if the door is being beaten down by ‘suitable’ applicants, check with Korda Mentha on 

this point! 

Regarding the attached Petition and the above clause in the DOCA 

The Clauses : Clause 7  and    Click   and Clause 40 

In hindsight the grass-roots members belief that the outcome of the State Branches vote 

regarding Clause 40 was not in accord with the DOCA was incorrect. Unfortunately, the 
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Administrators failed to fully explain to the ‘members’ the actual legal interpretation of  ‘… 

to consider  a special resolution to amend the constitution of the Company to change the 

Governance structure (Special General Meeting.)”; the effect of which essentially permitted 

the Branches to vote exactly as they did. 

Re the signatories to the attached Petition: 

Despite this mistake in part of the attached petition ,this does not invalidate all points in the 

petition and is a graphic illustration of how the corporate process of Voluntary 

administration is not fit for purpose for a sporting body. 

Prior to the vote on September 15th ,Korda Mentha was made aware via a letter from myself 

of the intention to forward the attached petition and signatures to the AIS, ASIC and the 

AOC if the State Branches voted  to enact clause 40. Herein I execute this commitment. 

 

Clause 40 of the Revised EA Constitution – does not deliver  1 vote , 1 member on all EA 

matters 

The State Branches proposed and voted to accept the following wording for the 

constitutional revision: 

“40. Alteration of Constitution 

The Constitution can only be altered by Special Resolution, which does not have any 

effect unless on the same resolution, at least 5 of the Branches vote in favour;” 

 

The State Branches were allegedly intransient on their insistence on the wording of their 

clause 40, despite significant grass roots members opposition (see following  - 422 

signatures – Riders for Reform and the attached) to Clause 40’s veto power; the denial of 
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the 1 vote 1 member that the grass roots members had expected. Regardless of how you 

look at this clause it does not represent democracy or 1 vote, 1 member. 

 

I do not accept that the functional effect of clause 40 is insignificant regarding diluting the 

voting power of the ordinary members. This clause provides two State Branches with the 

combined power to veto any constitutional change that the majority of ordinary members 

support. When clause 40  is combined with clauses 15.1  and 20 in the new EA constitution 

the functional effect is to curtail the input of grass roots members and retain the current 

power structure.  

 

Craig Shepard told me that the obtaining the (limited) voting rights for ordinary members 

was a significant ‘win’ for the grass roots members. I cannot comprehend this assurance for 

the reasons stated above and the fact that the result has fallen way short of members 

expectations: a completely un-encumbered vote on all EA matters.  He gave me the 

impression that Sport Australia would ‘rubber stamp’ the outcome and return funding to EA 

as a matter of course despite the outcry from ordinary members;  he could have used 445G 

of the Corporations act to seek clarification/ratify and/or to amend the DOCA to accurately 

reflect the wishes of the grass roots members.   

  

I understand that the New South Wales Branch has declared that they will not use this veto 

power! So why did they vote in support of the veto? 
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UNSUPPORTABLE ‘LOGIC ’ BY THE STATE BRANCHES – CLAUSE 40 OF THE ALTERED 

CONSTITUTION- DEMONSTRATE MORE OF THE SAME OLD GOVERNANCE 

The State Branches with smaller membership numbers explained their vote in this matter 

misleadingly  claiming that the ‘veto’ element of clause 40 was, in their opinion, necessary 

to protect their Branches’ membership’s interests against the greater power of the Branches 

with larger membership numbers. 

 

The State Branches explanation regarding the requirement for the ‘veto’ element in clause 

40  is disingenuous and not supported by the facts.  The only possible constitutional change 

that could have any disadvantage only for the members of the  State Branches with lower 

membership numbers would be related to the geographic location / funding of a permanent 

location for National competitions/ training. The EA constitution to date has never included 

any reference to restricting/designating geographic location/s  and any future reference 

would be highly unlikely, unnecessary and could be covered by restricting this issue in the 

constitution. It should never have been offered by any of the State Branches as an excuse 

for denying their members one vote each.  

 

An alternative clause was suggested and ignored 

Prior to the State Branches voting on clause 40 on September 15th 2020 I wrote to all the 

State Branches and Korda Mentha stating the facts are : Each State Branch is independently 

incorporated with the specific constitutional responsibility for the administration of 

equestrian sports in their own state; State Branches have clearly defined roles under their 

State Branches Constitution and the Memorandum of Understanding with Equestrian 
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Australia. The State Branches operate in conjunction with Equestrian Australia’s clearly 

defined role which is on a broader National and International level. 

 

As  explained previously, ‘protection of the smaller State Branch member’s rights ‘ is 

realistically and functionally only required regarding any Equestrian Australia’s 

constitutional alteration regarding highly unlikely geographic matters that theoretically 

could be proposed e.g. where National and/or qualifying events, training, would be held; it 

is extraneous to requirements for all other constitutional changes. 

   

In my letter I suggested that it should be possible to word Clause 40 so that the veto 

element only comes into effect when there is a constitutional alteration related to specific 

matters pertaining to geographic locations. My suggestion was ignored by Korda Mentha 

and the State Branches. 

 

If the State Branches were genuine in their objection to the 1 vote, 1 member 

disadvantaging the State Branches with smaller membership numbers, my solution should 

have satisfied all parties.  

 

The Minority rules – democratic- No! 

Under the constrictions of the now enacted clause 40, theoretically 2 states with possible  a 

total of 2064 members can veto the wishes of the remaining states with 18484 members! 

Democratic- not! 

 Demonstrating good governance- No,  
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Fair – No! 

 

Note : in the Horses’ Mouth website I have used ‘grass roots members’ , in the table 

above they are termed participating members 

 

The State Branches with larger membership should be able to stand up for the democratic 

rights of their members and out voted the ‘minor branches’, isn’t this democracy?  Only the 

Queensland Branch voted against clause 40, the other 4 Branches, including the larger 

branches, voted for clause 40.  

 

I received no replies from any of the State Branches regarding my suggested modification to 

clause 40; clause 40 was carried unchanged. The State Branches are determined to retain 

control over EA , not reflecting any commitment to changes as required for the return of 

government funding. State Branches behaviours since this vote further demonstrate their  

dictatorial, unconscionable manner of administration. 

 

The Administrators  were asked to pursue 445G of the Corporations act to resolve the 

issue of Clause 40- they didn’t. 
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The Corporations Act does provide Administrators with means to resolve the situation that 

Korda Mentha was faced with. 

Under the Corporations Act 445G from my lay-persons interpretation there appears to be a 

recourse that could have been taken by the Administrator to apply to the court to seek a 

judgment regarding the legality/ vary the wording of the DOCA Clause 7a to ensure that 

there was no flexibility other than to achieve the material outcome of recognising the 

Participating Members (grass roots members) as a class of members of the Company with 

the same voting rights as currently held by the Members (the State Branches).i.e. equal 

voting rights on all matters.  Regardless of the outcome this measure would have provided a 

legal decision. 

The Administrators were well-aware of the outcry from the grass roots members over 

Clause 40. Which is still on-going.  Despite requested in writing, they decided not to pursue 

a legally available resolution that could have provided a fairer outcome for grass roots 

members.  

Prior to the State Branches vote on September 15th I wrote to the Administrators and asked 

that  they pursue a legal resolution to this impasse between grass roots members and their 

State Branches, the Administrator could apply to the court for a decision: 

“ 445G  When Court may void or validate deed 

(1) Where there is doubt, on a specific ground, whether a deed of 

company arrangement was entered into in accordance with this Part or 

complies with this Part, the administrator of the deed, a member or creditor 

of the company, or ASIC, may apply to the Court for an order under this 

section. 
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 (2) On an application, the Court may make an order declaring the deed, 

or a provision of it, to be void or not to be void, as the case requires, on the ground 

specified in the application or some other ground. 

 (3) On an application, the Court may declare the deed, or a provision of it, to be 

valid, despite a contravention of a provision of this Part, if the Court is satisfied that: 

 (a) the provision was substantially complied with; and 

 (b) no injustice will result for anyone bound by the deed if the contravention is  

disregarded. 

 (4) Where the Court declares a provision of a deed of company arrangement to 

be void, the Court may by order vary the deed, but only with the consent of the deed’s 

administrator.  

The Administrators took no action regarding this suggestion despite overwhelming evidence 

that Clause 40 was not supported by the grass roots members!  

Is this how the system should work? 

 

ASC and Sport Australia requirement for funding to be returned - EA to demonstrate good 

governance 

I now refer to my letter August 7th, 2020 Ref No: MC20-025927 to the Minister for Sport:  

RESPONSE by Chief Executive Officer Sport Australia, Robert Dalton: 

“The ASC wants to see its funding to EA restored and is committed to revisiting its 

position when the sport demonstrates that it is being governed by a stable and 
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transparent national body that looks after the interests and safety of all equestrian 

participants.” 

In a telephone conversation with Craig Shephard he assured me that the Sport Australia 

representative on the EA Voluntary Administration inspection committee would endorse the 

actions and the adoption of clause 40, 15 and 21  in the revised EA constitution and in all 

probability Sport Australia will return government funding to EA! 

 

AOC, SA, ASC - DEMONSTRATE GOOD GOVERNANCE IS A VERB, IT IMPLIES ON-GOING, 

CONSISTENT POSITIVE PERFORMANCE AND AN ABSENCE OF CONFLICT: 

EA is starting their new chapter with maximum conflict and division, they have already had 

an negative report in international media -  I ask the AOC, Sport Australia and the Australian 

Sport Commission how they can see this process and outcome as applied to EA  as delivering 

the possibility of good governance and stability? I implore Sport Australia to require the 

‘demonstrate’  element of the reply above applied to EA on-going.  

 

Demonstrate is an action, a verb, logically it should take time. So far, the ‘demonstration’ 

has been a big fail. 

 

Administration has been a costly process for an allegedly fiscally challenged organisation, it 

has further fractured the equestrian community and has essentially delivered almost 

nothing materially to the grass roots members and demonstrated how State Branches have 

acted against their members wishes to retain Branch power. 
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The State Branches remain in control and un-changed 

It is worth noting that there is no requirement for the State Branches to address their 

constitutions and governance as the ‘feeder’ organisations for EA and with veto power for 

constitutional changes. This is not logical; their inactions and actions have been a causative 

factor in the current on-going situation. EA requires reform from the ground up, this should 

have included the State Branches. Rotten roots produces a rotten head. 

It would appear that SA requirement for this type of structure enables this on-going abuse 

of process and power. 

The State Branches continue to abuse their position 

Currently two State Branches are conducting elections for board members: Equestrian 

Victoria and Equestrian New South Wales. Both Branches are using VERO VOTING as the 

professional service provider for the ENSW and EVic 2020 Board elections. 
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Equestrian Victoria-   Vero Voting 

sent out candidate information and 

“how-to-vote" advice with two 

candidates missing from the ballot 

and a ‘how to vote’ example using 

actual candidates’ names, clearly 

prejudicial voting information 

design to favour the two people 

seeking re-election.  

EV members received an email 

from the ‘independent’ Vero 

advising them to vote for the two 

incumbent directors. It encouraged 

support for the EV board’s constitutional change resolution but somehow failed to mention 

the resolution they don’t support. An appalling abuse of process. Not to mention the 

constitutional breach in appointing 11 directors. 

https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/photos/a.103743038131483/145120160660437

/?type=3&theater 

https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/posts/147535210418932 

EA and the State administrations have come under scrutiny and criticism for their non-

existent "Procurement" policies or perhaps, the lack of any clearly defined rules and 

guidelines about supply contracts, which include the appointment of professional advisers, 

trades or support organisations (such as Vero Voting, preferred photographers and 

https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/photos/a.103743038131483/145120160660437/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/photos/a.103743038131483/145120160660437/?type=3&theater
https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/posts/147535210418932
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videographers, advertising and consultancy work) and sweetheart deals that have been 

facilitated by the lack of transparency and accountability.  

 

Clearly the ‘conflict of interest ‘ clauses in the Corporations Act are vague enough not to 

deter this type of behaviour, incur no penalties and no-one is minding the minders. Where 

was Sport Australia and ASIC in these transaction, some of which have hit National 

Newspapers.  See also Equinect. 

 

Equestrian New South Wales - Matt Miller is  ENSW's "independent" Chair of their 

Nominations Committee. It is concerning that Mr Miller is presented as an independent 

consultant when he was in fact CEO of the NSW Office of Sport when the SIEC deal was 

approved back in 2017 and he signed off a $1 million dollar government grant based on 

documents prepared by Equestrian NSW. 

The SIEC arena surfacing issues have been dubbed "Arenagate" and are now subject to an 

investigation by ICAC (The Independent Commission Against Corruption)  

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/conflict-claims-over-sydney-international-

equestrian-centre-upgrade/news-story/51f785e7ab3bcf5f15b846ac62158b28 

Following an invitation-only tender process initiated by Equestrian New South Wales, Barrie 

Smith Motor Sport Pty Ltd was selected to carry out the upgrade. According to tender 

documents seen by The Australian, the company was the most expensive of the three 

companies considered. 

The tender process used to award more than $1m in taxpayer funds to resurface two 

arenas at Sydney International Equestrian Centre is under investigation following 

allegations of conflict of interest. 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/conflict-claims-over-sydney-international-equestrian-centre-upgrade/news-story/51f785e7ab3bcf5f15b846ac62158b28
https://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/conflict-claims-over-sydney-international-equestrian-centre-upgrade/news-story/51f785e7ab3bcf5f15b846ac62158b28
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The contract was awarded to a company connected to the son of Equestrian NSW president 

and former ACT magistrate Peter Dingwall. Mr Dingwall’s son, Stephen, is married to the 

daughter of Barrie Smith and has worked for his father-in-law’s company, BSM Sport 

Equestrian, which is the Australian distributor for German arena surfaces company Otto 

Sport. Stephen and his wife, Niki, are sales representative for Otto Sport Australia, whose 

products were used in the upgrades 

ENSW CEO Mr Farrar failed to disclose the connection between the Dingwalls when signing 

a “no conflict of interest” declaration on October 25, 2017. 

Peter Dingwall said the tender process was conducted by the NSW Office of Sport. 

Footnote - Matt Miller was CEO of the NSW Office of Sport when the SIEC deal was 

approved back in 2017 and he signed off a $1 million dollar government grant. He is now 

ENSW's "independent" Chair of the Nominations Committee. 

Alexandra Townsend has thrown her “hat into the ring” looking for ENSW members’ vote to 

become part of the state’s new Board, with many suggesting that she is being groomed to 

be the next Chair, as Peter Dingwall steps aside. As the proprietor of the beautifully appointed 

Wallaby Hill equestrian complex implicated in the matter of a $1m contract that was 

awarded to ENSW Chair Peter Dingwall’s Son, Ms Townsend's installation was the ONLY 

reference for the successful tenderer Barrie Smith Motors, an agent for the German riding 

surface company Otto Sport. Alexandra Townsend did not declare any conflict of interest 

when providing the reference to the NSW Office of Sport. This is especially concerning when 

the surface from Wallaby Hill was subsequently dug up and re-used in the SIEC project. The 

SIEC documentation does not note the use of pre-used materials, and the nodules in the 

second-hand surface from Wallaby Hill caused injuries to horses which were officially noted 
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and reported to the FEI. The surface was not fit for purpose and required major repairs to 

rectify the defect. 

 

The case is set down to be heard by ICAC (the Independent Commission Against Corruption) 

sometime in the future, believed to be 2021. 

 

Documents obtained under FOI (Freedom of Information) show that the Terms of Reference 

(Tender) documents and Finance Application for the SIEC job were researched and prepared 

by ENSW CEO Bruce Farrar (even though the SIEC is a government asset and not owned by 

his employer ENSW). The current “Independent” Chair of ENSW Nominations Committee is 

Matthew Miller, who signed off on the SIEC funding application in 2017 when he was Chief 

Executive at The NSW Office of Sport. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157962023552833 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157961991972833 

Equestrian Queensland: Sam Duffy, Operations Manager has or had her son’s IT business 

working for the Branch 

The issue of ‘independence’ is poorly understood by all Branches and EA :  EQ has allegedly 

utilised a lawyer who has previously acted for the branch as an allegedly independent 

arbitrator in a tribunal regarding a matter of the branch imposing a fine and penalties 

against a parents (non -member) alleged behaviour at an official competition. It is my 

understanding that despite the accused requesting the use of the National Sport Tribunal to 

adjudicate this matter the Branch has denied this right and the accused is proceeding to civil 

court. 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157962023552833
https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157961991972833
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EA still constitutionally denies their members the right to utilise the National Sport 

Tribunal 

The revised EA constitution specifically states that EA the only arbitration available to 

members. They specifically deny their members the use of the National Sport Tribunal. One 

can only ask why? EA currently has a number of court cases pending over decisions they 

have made. It is illogical that they would not be pleased to hand contentious issues to the 

National Tribunal. Could this be another mode of control? The issue of pending court cases 

should be examined regarding  Equestrian Australia’s insurance protecting directors, timing 

and voluntary administration. 

 

Sporting organisations are not protected by the Corporations Act 

The Corporations Act is not the ‘best fit’ for not for profit sporting organisations for many 

reasons. ASIC has a responsibility to address these issues as many sporting organisations 

have the same issues and are in turmoil, wasting government funding on in-fighting, 

 

The results of the process as applied to EA shows just how unfit for purpose the 

Corporations Act and the Administrators functions under the Act are for a sporting 

organisation, .  The residual effects of EA’s antiquated, unfair constitution made true change 

impossible. Please address this so that more money is not wasted for no improvement of 

outcomes. 

 

ASC, Sport Australia and ASC  - Government Bodies have failed Equestrians and taxpayers 

on many levels,  fiscal responsibility for government funds: 
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With so many government bodies involved in National Sports Administration, who is the 

master? Does the Corporations Act over-ride all else?  How does this Act protect the many 

sporting members who pay extensive fees to their organisations and in the case of EA, are 

locked out of major decision making in their organisation and have minimal legal rights 

when it comes to Voluntary Administration, where’s their protection under the act? 

 

Craig Shepard informed me that he had to fight to gain recognition for the grass roots 

members to have voting rights at the creditors meetings and the State Branches objected 

and sought legal advice to stop this. Don’t these sporting organisations exist for their 

members? This situation is outrageous and unjust and demonstrates what a bad fit the 

Corporations Act is. 

 

Surely the responsible government financing  body, Sport Australia, who holds the purse 

strings, should  be actively  monitoring the bodies that they distribute government funding 

to?  13  million to EA over the last 4 years is not insignificant and what has it achieved? 

Equestrian Australia has been in the national news many times over the last decade, for all 

the wrong reasons and with minimal sporting success internationally. Their processes are 

not working.  

 

I repeat my comment from my last letter to the minister for Sport: 

 “Sport Australia and the Australian Olympic Committee have been asleep at the 

wheel. Equestrian Australia’s old constitution and structure were forced on 

Equestrian Australia by Sport Australia as a condition for government funding. This 

constitutional requirement has not worked for the grass roots sport members and its 
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function for elite equestrians and pathways is highly questionable, as results at all 

recent Olympics have shown.” 

 

Sport Australia has a fiscal responsibility and duty of care to check the governance, finances 

and members services of the sporting organisations that receive government funding; 

especially when there have been clear warning signs for many years that there are endemic 

problems. It is remiss to rely on Annual Reports; the Equestrian Australia Annual Reports 

have been virtual works of fiction and simply a ‘pat themselves on the back’ exercise that 

bore little relationship to the facts and had gaping omissions. 

 

Furthermore, any checks need to be done without warning the target. Sport Australia 

should not be relying on desperate whistle blowers; they need to do their job thoroughly 

and include O.H.S. (note the issues the coroner found regarding the recent eventing deaths) 

and forensic accounting examination. Taxpayers deserve far better processes delivered by 

Sport Australia. 

 

Sporting whistle- blowers are mute,  

Don’t grass roots members have the ability to vote for good governance at the State 

Branch Level? 

The answer to this question lies in the motivation of sporting organisation members, which 

are distinctly different to commercial companies and their share-holders who are primarily 

profit driven.  Similarly, the motivating factors for board members of not for profit and elite 

sporting organisations is also very different.   
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Sporting organisation members will not necessarily speak up (whistle blow) until the 

situation is impossible. Added to this is the aims and expectations of the different categories 

of sporting organisation members. There are members who aspire to elite international 

competition, National, State or club level competition; those that compete for fun and have 

no performance expectations, members who are officials,  non-competitive supporters and 

recreational sports people, past competitors, juniors and mixes of these. Each category 

draws on different sporting services from their organisation but usually it’s a pyramid with 

the elite at the top. For many members, unless and until injustice and incompetence from 

their organisation affects them directly, they will remain quiet.  Beyond this the negative 

impact of speaking up comes into play.  

 

The situation regarding Equestrian Australia and the State Branches has become so dire that 

the signatories to “Riders For Reform” include past and present Olympians, trainers, judges, 

elite and non-elite competitors and recreational riders. The State Branches have disregarded 

these  signatories. 

  

Equestrian Australia members can’t be the only sporting organisations members who fear 

retribution from their organisation if they speak up; discrimination, ostracization and bias 

from their peers and judges of their sporting performances, bullying, exclusion, lack of team 

selection etc. are real in the sporting world, especially for the elite and ‘wanna bee’s’.  Right 

down to Equestrian Victoria excluding and cancelling membership of their critics (Berni 

Saunders). The indiscriminate use of sanctioning members who ‘ bring the sport into 

disrepute’(i.e. criticizing the board) , resulting in costly litigation for all parties is a real threat 
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that has been used to silence criticism and punish members very effectively and bears 

investigating regarding Equestrian New South Wales currently. 

I have already covered the issue of ASICS processes and procedures for complaints not 

fitting comfortably with a sporting organisation, the same fears of repercussions to the 

whistle blower also apply here as identified above. 

 

A huge disincentive for the majority of  Equestrian members to engage meaningfully to a 

conclusion in this process has been the threat that their National Body could be placed into 

receivership if they couldn’t come to agreement, with the Olympics immanent, supporters 

and Olympic hopefuls felt they were between a rock and a hard place. The members did not 

welcome the very real threat of having to build a new organisation from the ground up and 

create all the international competition and government connections along with the legal 

requirements. So, via the Voluntary Administration process  Equestrian Australia has 

reached a point of no real reform and the prospect of more of the same and the vast 

majority of members completely disenfranchised and disaffected. 

 

It is abysmal that it has got to this point with Equestrian Australia; over a decade of serious 

issues with no intervention by Sport Australia until the point of almost no return and then 

this ‘Claytons’ reform. Is no government body watching this fiasco? 

 ‘Equinect’– Board Conduct 

Here I refer to the ASIC information 
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I do not understand why the EA Administrators did not report the EA ‘Equinect issue’ to 

ASIC.  I would have thought that a company board that awarded a board member’s 

company a contract without any external tender, worth in the realm of 1 million $ plus, and 

resulted in nothing being delivered; was illegal under the Corporations Act? This warrants 

official investigation and I call on ASIC to do so and investigate why the Administrators did 

not report this issue to ASIC. 

 

The Corporation Act’s loose wording of declaring director’s interest then permitting ‘full 

steam ahead’ needs to be reviewed and tightened as it appears to be a ‘nothing’ 

requirement with no consequences for abuse and certainly had no repercussions for EA. 

 

A New Act is required for Sporting Organisations 

For ASIC, SA and the AOC to consider – The Corporations Act does not fit Sporting 

Organisations. Is a ‘company corporate structure’ the best structure for sporting bodies? It 

has not worked for EA and undoubtedly has failed other sporting bodies; especially where 

an old constitution still effects new outcomes where there is unequal ‘power’ that carries 

over. A new structure for sporting bodies is required and needs to be addressed by ASIC. 

 

 

I look forward to some action and a reply 

Sincerely Sue Inness 

Ex Equestrian Australia Member (40 years membership), facilitator, horse rider and 

interested party. 

Attached – the petition and signatories  
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https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform 

  

https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform
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49 

111 132 
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113 

115 
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95 

Total 504 

Plus 3 EA National committees and 

Equestrian Queensland and Equestrian NT 
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https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=ea%20voluntary%20administration%20discussi

on%20page&epa=SEARCH_BOX 

  

https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=ea%20voluntary%20administration%20discussion%20page&epa=SEARCH_BOX
https://www.facebook.com/search/top/?q=ea%20voluntary%20administration%20discussion%20page&epa=SEARCH_BOX
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https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-

71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_e8f9694959744a08a962beb56f4cd2f9.pdf 

 

https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-

71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_1fe70dd6b1b9430aa6e9522212e47068.pdf 

https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-

71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_f050ccd58d084a17bafe948109e299eb.pdf 

----------------------- 

https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_e8f9694959744a08a962beb56f4cd2f9.pdf
https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_e8f9694959744a08a962beb56f4cd2f9.pdf
https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_1fe70dd6b1b9430aa6e9522212e47068.pdf
https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_1fe70dd6b1b9430aa6e9522212e47068.pdf
https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_f050ccd58d084a17bafe948109e299eb.pdf
https://50878970-c3f3-4438-a1fc-71bdbdbff35f.usrfiles.com/ugd/508789_f050ccd58d084a17bafe948109e299eb.pdf
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The information you provide here is essential. Be as specific as possible and consider the 

following when submitting your report: 

What incident or activity are you reporting? 

When did this incident or activity occur? Is it still taking place? 

Where did this incident or activity occur? 

How did you become aware of this incident or activity? 
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Please use this section to provide any websites, phone numbers, and account details, 

details of any suspicious notes or messages, or any other information relevant to your 

submission. 

 

20 years of issues. The most recent regards Voluntary Administration 2020 and State 

Board contributing issues November 2020 regarding state board elections. Other issues 

relating to disciplinary issues and board members conflicts of interest and bullying by 

denial of membership 
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Made aware via social media, facebook and friends who are members. Many,many 

facebook pages relating to these matters and National Newspapers, I especially follow 

Olivia Caisley from the Australian and have spoken with her. 

I spoke with Craig Shepard from Korda Mentha twice 

 

I was a member of Equestrian Victoria for 38 years and researched many issues over the 

years, I kept a log and published the issues on my website "Horses Mouth". Due to threats 

and bullying I have taken down these pages but will re-institute them to enable you to 

follow the litany of issues. I will advise you of the URLs once I have re published them 

---------------------- 

Some supporting links (more in attached documents) : 

 

EA VOLUNTARY ADMINISTRATION ANNOUNCEMENT 

https://www.vic.equestrian.org.au/news/ea-voluntary-administration-announcement 

----------------------------- 

Equestrian Australia goes into voluntary administration after Sports Australia withdraws 

funding 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-09/equestrian-australia-goes-into-voluntary-

administration/12335458?fbclid=IwAR0mgCZrsnTK9zQKRXNxOUIUpKPoEoLqi3XWYb9oJFl

PZjxmI7ENpLhJGHw 

------------------------ 

 

Liquidation looms for Equestrian 

Equestrian Australia is in danger of liquidation after a disagreement erupted between the 

organisation’s administrators and five state branches. 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=TAWEB_WRE170_a&

dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fsport%2Fliquidation-looms-for-

equestrian-australia%2Fnews-

story%2Ff4ae7663ccbccff4f50543d4fbbf35aa&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium 

----------------- 

https://eqlifemag.com.au/issues/56/eas-voluntary-administration/ 

---------------- 

Clean up your act or else, AOC warns 
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The AOC has threatened to block sending an Equestrian team to the Games unless it 

meets a list of demands. 

Clean up your act or else, AOC warns 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=TAWEB_WRE170_a&

dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fsport%2Folympics%2Faustralian-

olympic-committee-sends-warning-to-equestrian-australia-to-lift-their-game%2Fnews-

story%2Feeaddd4a9c64fc30b8447b2be1c33edc&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium 

------------------ 

https://dirtylittlescretsofea.wordpress.com/2020/06/11/equestrian-australia-in-the-

black/?fbclid=IwAR38fwmlQ4vMddKnwvGgpoU0pArfkJ1Opec8vZg53moMTTWVXLl7XJHT2

To 

------------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/riders4reform/posts/147535210418932 

--------------------------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/stopbullyinginequestrian/posts/2808128969463854 

---------------- 

More money on lawyers.-Lawyers enter equestrian spat 

OLIVIA CAISLEY  

REPORTER - The Australian 

@livcaisley 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10156123045762833 

--------- 

The antiquated model of states controlling a national body has proven to be a failure, and 

it is important that we have sport being run in the interest of the athletes and their 

horses, rather than the state.  

https://www.facebook.com/stopbullyinginequestrian/posts/2210691005874323 

--------------------- 

Board ‘did not discuss’ fatal fall 

Equestrian Australia ‘did not discuss’ the details of Olivia Inglis’ fatal fall, in spite of key 

safety issues that emerged in its wake. 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=TAWEB_WRE170_a_

FBK&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fnation%2Fequestrian-board-
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did-not-discuss-fatal-fall%2Fnews-

story%2F3b1919de393b6de9f276d3fa8d5f3144&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium 

--------------------- 

Coroner's Inquest reveals more cover ups - how does this help to improve safety for the 

future??? 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10156661339677833 

------------ 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157962023552833 

----------------------- 

Infighting divides genteel sport 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=TAWEB_WRE170_a_

FBK&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.theaustralian.com.au%2Fnews%2Fnation%2Finfighting-

dividing-equestrian-is-hurting-competitors-terry-snow%2Fnews-

story%2Fa4073b5724769908ee40f7486087ee54&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium 

--------------------------------- 

Conflict of interest claims over new Equestrian SA boss 

The new chief of Equestrian SA was selected by a three-person panel that included one of 

her closest friends — leaving one member of the crisis-ridden sporting body “disgusted” 

that the board chose to ignore the declared conflict of interest. 

https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/subscribe/news/1/?sourceCode=AAWEB_WRE170_a_

FBK&dest=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.adelaidenow.com.au%2Fnews%2Fsouth-

australia%2Fequestrian-sa-faces-conflict-of-interest-claims-over-new-executive-officers-

appointment%2Fnews-

story%2F95bcdab1000aca0d0221efa3ac2e465d&memtype=anonymous&mode=premium

&v21suffix=138-a 

-------------------------- 

Horse vaccine controversy halts drug company partnership 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2018-04-04/equestrian-australia-halts-zoetis-

partnership/9619562 

-------------------------- 

https://www.eurodressage.com/index.php/2018/04/11/equestrian-australia-and-zoetis-

end-partnership-after-member-complaint 

----------------- 

Sponsorship row over Zoetis deal erupts at Equestrian Australia 
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https://www.smh.com.au/sport/sponsorship-row-over-zoetis-deal-erupts-at-equestrian-

australia-20180416-p4z9x3.html 

------------------- 

Olympic rider Heath Ryan stops immunising for Hendra virus 

https://www.maitlandmercury.com.au/story/3311112/olympic-rider-stops-immunising-

for-hendra-virus/?sfns=mo 

--------------- 

Horse owners launch $53 million class action against Hendra vaccine maker Zoetis 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2018-03-21/classs-action-launched-against-hendra-

vaccine-makers/9572480 

--------------- 

Tensions rise over Olympic funding cuts with Tokyo on horizon 

By Roy Masters - Sydney Morning Herald. 

27 November 2018  

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10156124469917833 

-------------- 

Keeping up with the tradition of announcing a team selection, then receiving complaints 

of not adhering to the rules, and back pedalling on its decision, the Australian Equestrian 

Federation has revoked the selection of Schöffner and Cosmopolitan to the 2020 World 

Young Horse Championships.  

https://www.eurodressage.com/2020/10/13/australian-equestrian-federation-back-

pedals-team-selection-once-again-

schoffnerpbm?fbclid=IwAR1Yw4y64IMOdmxemFwvtVYA9rUJxVTw4BJgsqVUz3mZZYcF_ER

b68atb7I 

-------------------------- 

 

 

Fight to keep once-golden equestrians stable 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/fight-to-keep-oncegolden-equestrians-

stable/news-story/d8e181bf0a1bfcce58f41cf8b09451f0 

------------------ 

Former chair attacks ‘rogue’ EA 
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Former Equestrian Australian chair Ricky MacMillan has called on riders across the nation 

to elect her to an inspection committee to oversee the sport’s voluntary administration. 

https://www.theaustralian.com.au/sport/horse-racing/former-chair-ricky-macmillan-

attacks-rogue-equestrian-australia-directors/news-

story/e561bf698592817b35eea2e00743fe2f 

------------------ 

Denzil O’Brien, a former EA Chief Executive Officer, weighs in on some of the structural 

failures that have led to the catastrophic loss of its licence to operate. 

https://horsesandpeople.com.au/equestrian-australia-forgot-its-about-the-horses-and-

the-people/ 

------------------- 

https://www.ausleisure.com.au/news/equestrian-australia-avoids-liquidation-as-

creditors-agree-to-reform/ 

--------------------------- 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/465066336972242/permalink/2332638583548332/ 

------------------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157961991972833 

---------------- 

EA Voluntary Administration Discussion Page: 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/294001981668420/ 

-------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/berni.saunders.7/posts/10157962594812833 

------------------ 

https://www.facebook.com/fly007/posts/10155661822546792 

------------------ 

Inquest told investigator was shut down 

https://www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6181036/inquest-told-investigator-was-shut-

down/?cs=14231&sfns=mo 

-------- 

https://theequestrianalliance.com/2018/11/24/dont-waste-this-opportunity/ 

------------------------- 
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Stressful times for Equestrian Australia as CEO departs 

https://www.smh.com.au/sport/racing/stressful-times-for-equestrian-australia-as-ceo-

departs-20180427-p4zc1d.html 

------------------- 

https://theequestrianalliance.com/2018/04/24/the-future-of-equestrian-sports-standing-

on-the-outside-lookin-in/ 

--------------------- 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=310582443320024 

-------------- 

 

Have you reported your concern to any other organisation, such as a sporting organisation 

or a government agency? 

If so, please provide the name of the organisation/agency, the date of your reporting, and 

details of the outcome (if known). 

YES- e Mail to Minister for Sport Richard Colbeck, 18 June 2020. Robert Dalton CEO Sport 

Australia replied 10 August 2020 with meaningless platitudes with no substance. eMails to 

EA Administrators- KordaMentha- Craig Shepard 19/8/2020. All EA State Branches 2/9/2020 

and Craig Shepard. 1/9/2020 Craig Shepard - results outlined in attached files - 

unsatisfactory. 10/11/2020 the attached files sent to the AOC, ASIC, Sport Australia, Craig 

Shepard 

 

Outcome are you seeking in relation to your concern 

1-Sport Integrity to call Sport Australia to task over their inaction regarding timely and 

consistent oversight of the organisations that they administer government funding to- 

specifically relating to Equestrian Australia.  

 

2- Sport Integrity to compel complete reform of Equestrian Australia's State Branches and 

oversee constitutional reform that empowers the members and provides timely, economic 

consequences to boards that contravene. 

 

3- Sport Integrity to examine the practices of EA State Branches regarding their Board 

Elections and disciplinary tribunal procedures matters; with specific reference to issues 

around 'bringing the sport into disrepute' used as a control and silencing method and who is 

considered an impartial  representative? What is fair practice and natural justice ? Ref-  
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ENSW and EQ. Define impartiality for all sports governance and disciplinary procedures. 

Define impartiality and fair procedures in disciplinary matters. 

 

4- Sport Integrity to examine the conflict of interest issues regarding ENSW ( Arena 

resurfacing) , their current board election and involvement of Matt Miller and Alexandra 

Townsends involvement in both. Also examine the 'Equinect' IT tender that EA entered into 

and report to ASIC. The current Corporations Act has not provided a deterrent. 

 

5- Sport Integrity to examine the use of "Nomination Committees" for Sporting Boards as a 

tool for selecting candidates that maintain  the 'board lines'  

 

6- Sport Integrity to examine the process and outcome of Voluntary Administration for EA 

under Korda Mentha's administration and the failure of this process under the Corporations 

Act to deliver true reform.  

 

7- Sporting Integrity to examine the financial reports of the State Branches with view to  

identifying the lack of detail and requiring a more detailed report, especially where 

government funds are distributed 

 

Sport Integrity to lobby, oversee and facilitate: 

8- ASIC and Sport Australia to formulate a form of governance other than the Corporations 

Act, that fits sporting organisations and provides members with a voice at the same time 

protecting staff and commercial creditors and recognises that these organisations exist for 

their members not their boards 

 

 


